
Monday January 7th    

Lesson 15 Vocabulary  
1 affluence (AF loo uhns) N. wealth; abundance of material possessions  

2 assess (uh SES) V. to determine the value of for taxation purposes  

3 asset (AS ET) N. any property or other item of value owned by a 

person or business  

4 commensurate (kuh MEN sur it) ADJ. proportionate or equal  

5 conversion (kuhn VUR zhuhn) N. something changed from one thing 

to another  

Ch. 8 Lesson 1 – 2 Nominative and Objective Case  
Underline the correct form from the pronouns in parentheses.  

1. After Europeans heard about the riches in America, they spent years 

and fortunes trying to find (they, them).  

2. For example, Europeans heard a myth about a place called El Dorado: 

There the king covered himself with gold dust each day, and (him, he) 

and his people threw gold into a lake.  

 

Tuesday January 8th    

Lesson 15 Vocabulary  
6 decade (DEK AYD) N. period of ten years  

7 deflation (di FLAY shuhn) N. reduction in available money, so that 

the value of money goes up and prices go down  

8 depreciate (di PREE shee AYT) V. to become lower in price or value  

9 disclosure (di SKLOH zhur) N. act of revealing or making known to 

the public  

10 dwindle (DWIN duhl) V. to shrink; to make or become smaller  

Ch. 8 Lesson 1 – 2 Nominative and Objective Case  
Underline the correct form from the pronouns in parentheses.  

3. When Spanish conquistadors Orellana and Pizarro began their trip in 

1541, (they, them) were searching for El Dorado.  

4. Sir Walter Raleigh, a friend of Queen Elizabeth of England, became 

fascinated by the tale, and he searched for El Dorado to bring gold back 

to England and (she, her).  

 

 



Wednesday January 9th    

Lesson 15 Vocabulary  
11 equity (EK wi tee) N. worth or value of property beyond what is 

owed on it  

12 fiscal (FIS kuhl) ADJ. having to do with financial matters  

13 fluctuation (FLUHK choo AY shuhn) N. state of irregular change; 

shifting back and forth uncertainly  

14 inflated (in FLAY tid) ADJ. increased in price or value beyond the 

normal amount  

15 liability (LY uh BIL i tee) N. debt; anything owed  

Ch. 8 Lesson 1 – 2 Nominative and Objective Case  
Underline the correct form from the pronouns in parentheses.  

5. Although there is no El Dorado, a tribe called Muisca may have 

thrown gold offerings into a lake in Colombia; to (them, they) the lake 

was sacred.  

6. Historians tell (we, us) that no one ever found the legendary El 

Dorado.  

 

Thursday January 10th    

Lesson 15 Vocabulary  
16 projection (pruh JEK shuhn) N. forecast made on the basis of past 

performance  

17 remunerative (ri MYOO nur uh tiv) ADJ. providing payment or 

reward  

18 stability (stuh BIL i tee) N. steadiness; firmness; state of not 

changing or fluctuating  

19 stipend (STY PEND) N. fixed or regular wage; salary; allowance  

20 tabulate (TAB yuh LAYT) V. to arrange facts or figures in tables or 

lists  

Ch. 8 Lesson 1 – 2 Nominative and Objective Case  
Underline the correct form from the pronouns in parentheses. 

7. European explorers were also fascinated by the story of the Fountain 

of Youth, told to (them, they) by native people.  

8. If a man drank from the fountain, they said, (he, him) would have 

eternal youth. 


